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FUNCTION SPACES GENERATED BY BLOCKS
ASSOCIATED WITH SPHERES, LIE GROUPS
AND SPACES OF HOMOGENEOUS TYPE
ALE§ ZALOZNIK
ABSTRACT. Functions generated by blocks were introduced by M. Taibleson
and G. Weiss in the setting of the one-dimensional torus T [TW1].
They
showed that these functions formed a space "close" to the class of integrable
functions for which we have almost everywhere convergence of Fourier series.
Together with S. Lu [LTW] they extended the theory to the n-dimensional
torus where this convergence result (for Bochner-Riesz means at the critical
index) is valid provided we also restrict ourselves to L log L. In this paper we
show that this restriction is not needed if the underlying domain is a compact
semisimple Lie group (or certain more general spaces of a homogeneous type).
Other considerations (for example, these spaces form an interesting family of
quasi-Banach spaces; they are connected with the notion of entropy) guide one
in their study. We show how this point of view can be exploited in the setting
of more general underlying domains.

1. Introduction.
Function spaces generated by blocks were introduced by
M. Taibleson and G. Weiss in the setting of the one-dimensional torus T (see
[TW1]). The motivation for their study was the connection of these spaces with
the almost everywhere convergence of Fourier series. Later S. Lu, M. Taibleson
and G. Weiss extended the theory to the n-dimensional torus T" proving almost
everywhere convergence results for the Bochner-Riesz means of multiple Fourier

series (see [LTW]).
Spaces generated by blocks have also been studied from other viewpoints. They
are connected with R. Fefferman's notion of entropy (see [F, SO, TW1]), and with
random Fourier series (see [TW1]), as well as being of interest on their own (see
[MTW]).

For a general overview of the theory

see the survey article

[TW2].

The purpose of this work is to prove results which motivate the study of spaces

generated by blocks
(i) as classes of convergence in the setting of the unit sphere Sn and on compact
semisimple Lie groups, and
(ii) as objects interesting because of their functional analytic properties in the
general setting of a space of homogeneous type.
We start by a brief description of blocks and the spaces they generate on the
torus T. As indicated in [TW1] the theory has its roots in the atomic theory
of Hardy spaces; in fact, the definitions exhibit much of the flavor of the atomic
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theory. The basic building blocks are now g-blocks which are just (l,c7)-atoms
without cancellation.
A g-block, 1 < q < oo, on T is a measurable function b satisfying
(a) the localization property supp b C I for some arc I CT, and
(b) the size condition ||6||0 < |/|-1/9', where |/| is the measure of I and q' is the
conjugate index of q.
The numerical sequences (mk) used to combine the (/-blocks satisfy

N((mk))
= T KI (1+ logffJ^H < oo
V

v

KI /

(see Lemma (1.1) below for motivation).
The spaces Bq (T) generated by g-blocks are defined by

Bq(T) = {/ = ^2mkbk,N((mk))

< oo, bk are g-blocks j

and are equipped with the quasi-norm

Nq(f) = iniN((mk)),
where the infimum is taken over all sequences (mk) for which / has a representation

/ = J2mkbk with bk being g-blocks. Bq(T) is a quasi-Banach space.
As pointed out in [TW2] the basic definitions make sense in any metric space
equipped with a measure suitably related to the metric; that is, Bq can be defined
on any space of homogeneous type.
We now give a short description of the contents section by section.
In §§2 and 3 we study convergence problems in two special instances of a space of
homogeneous type. On the unit sphere 5n_1 of Rn we consider the Cesaro means of
the decompositions
into spherical harmonics.
We establish the almost everywhere
convergence of these means for functions in Bq(Sn~1). In the third section we prove
analogous results for the Riesz means of Fourier series on a compact semisimple Lie

group.
In §4 we generalize constructions which M. Taibleson and G. Weiss proved and
used on T to establish many functional analytic properties of the spaces Bq. These
constructions essentially show how the quasi-norm Nq is not only measuring the
size of functions in Bq but also tells us something about the geometry of their level
sets. We work in the setting of a nondiscrete space of homogeneous type.
The fifth and final section is devoted to the following lemma first proved by
E. Stein and N. Weiss (we state the lemma now because we will make use of it in

§§2 and 3).
(1.1) LEMMA (SEE [TW1]). Let (gk) be a sequence of measurable functions
on a measure space (X, p) such that for every k EN

p({xEX,\gk(x)]>X})<X-1

(X>0)

and let (mk) be a numeric sequence with N((m,k)) < oo. Then

p ({x € X,J2 KI \9k(x)\>*})< 4iV((mfc))A"1 (A> 0),
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the series £3 m,kgk converges absolutely almost everywhere on X.

This lemma is one of the basic ingredients of the theory of spaces generated
by blocks. We show, using probability theory, that the condition N((mk)) < oo
is in a sense best possible for the conclusion of the lemma; this result may be of
independent interest.
This work forms part of the author's dissertation completed at Washington University, St. Louis. The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to Guido Weiss
for his guidance and encouragement.

2. Cesaro means on the unit sphere. In this section we study Cesaro means
of expansions in spherical harmonics associated with functions defined on the unit
sphere of the Euclidean space R", n > 3. We show that spaces generated by blocks
play the role of a class of convergence for Cesaro means of critical order much the
same way as on the tori T".
First we fix some notation and describe the harmonic analysis on the sphere.
5n_1 denotes the unit sphere in Rn and we assume that n > 3. Points on 5n_1
are denoted by x',y',...
and x' ■y' is the usual inner product of x' and y' in Rn.
5n_1 is a Riemannian submanifold of Rn and the geodesic distance is given by
d(x',y') = arccosx' • y' (x',y' E 5n_1) so that 0 < d(x',y') < ir. The Lebesgue
measure on R" induces a measure on 5n_1 invariant for rotations around the origin.
We denote this measure by a and assume that a is normalized: a(Sn~1) = 1.
We have the orthogonal decomposition
oo

fc=0

where Hk is the space of spherical harmonics of degree fc; that is, the space of
restrictions to S"1-1 of polynomials, homogeneous of degree fc and harmonic on R".
Thus for fEL2(Sn~1)
oo

/=£/*

(fkEHk),

fc=0

the series converging in L2(Sn~1).
The orthogonal projections f —*fk are given by

(2.1)

fk(x')= (f,Z^) = f

JS"-1

f(y')Z^(y')da(y'),

Z^,' being the zonal harmonic of degree fc with pole x'; that is, the unique element
of Hk invariant under rotations leaving x' fixed and normalized so that Z^,' (x1) —
dim Hk- Note that although we assume functions to be complex valued, the zonal
harmonics are real valued (see [SW, p. 143]).
The integral in (2.1) makes sense for every integrable function /; therefore, we
assign to each / E L1(Sn~1) its decomposition:
oo

(2.2)

/-£/*

(/ei'r1),
k=0

where the fk are given by (2.1).

fkEHk),
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We are interested in convergence properties of this series; in particular in its
Cesaro summability.
For 6 > —1 the Cesaro means of order 6 of the series (2.2) are defined by
k=L

°if = (Ai)'1 ■]T A{_k ■fk,

(L = 0,1,2,...)

fc=0

where the coefficients A8Lare given by

4 = 1, a^(l+ls)^1±H^M±H

(i = 1,2,...,.

asL is an integral operator whose kernel is a finite weighted sum of zonal harmonics.
tk)

The invariance of Zyx,' under rotations leaving x' fixed implies

(2.3)

Z<ck)(y')=pk(x'-y')

(k = 0,1,2,...)

where pk is a real-valued polynomial of degree fc on the interval / = [—1,1].
The polynomials pk are constant multiples of Gegenbauer polynomials (see [SW,

p. 149]).
Rewriting the orthogonality
nomials, one gets

(2.4)

j

relations among Z^,' 's in terms of Gegenbauer poly-

pk(u)-pl(u)-(l-u2)(n-3V2du

= C-pk(l)-6ki;

that is, {pfc}£l0 is an orthogonal system of polynomials in L2(I, (l-ir2)'™-3'/2 du).
Here the constant C depends only on the dimension n.
Let us make a general observation about Cesaro means. Let p be a positive Borel
measure on / = [—1,1] and let {<7fc}j^=o
De an orthogonal system in L2(I,dp). The
Cesaro means of order S > —1 of the expansion
respect to {qk}k*Loare

"L0M = j g(u) ' Si(u, w) dp(u)

of a function

/ E L2(I,dp)

with

(we I, L = 0,1,2,...),

where
k=L

(2.5)

S[(u,w) = (Ai)'1 ' E A^-k ' Wok]]'2■qk(w)-qklu)
k=0

and || || is the usual norm in L2(I,dp).
Now, if the qk are polynomials and degg^ = fc then the q^s are uniquely determined up to a constant factor by the measure p. A glance at (2.5) reveals that
the constant factor cancels out for S£. Therefore the kernel function S£ does not
depend on how we normalize the polynomials qkLet us return to 5n_1. We have, using (2.3), (2.4), degpfc = fc and the observation above,

o-if(x')=cj

f(y')Si(x'-y',l)da(y')

(f E L2(Sn~1)),

JS"-1

where S£ is the Cesaro means kernel for L2(I, (1 —u2)(™~3)/2 du) with respect to

{Pk}f=0 (see (2.5)).
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To sum up: The Cesaro means kernel for the expansion in spherical harmonics
is intimately related to the Cesaro means kernel of L2(I, (1 - u2)("-3'/2 du) with
respect to {pk}kLo- Actually, one needs only the values S£(u, 1) (u E I) and
to estimate these values one can use any orthogonal system of polynomials with
increasing degrees.
Using the system {pk
}J£o °^ Jac°bi polynomials and Szego's treatise, A. Bonami and J. L. Clerc proved the following inequalities:

(2.6)
\&f
fl IM <r r\
|^(cos«,l)|<G|(L

(L + i)n/2-1~S[(L
+ i)n/2_1_6[(L

+ l)"1 +0]-n/2-*,
+ i)_1+7r_^]_n/2+1)

0 < 9 < tt/2,
v/2<9<v

(see [BC, p. 234]; since their estimates are more precise for 0 close to 0 and close
to 7r, but we need them only in the above simplified form; compare also [CTW,

Theorem 3.21]).
As is well known, when studying a.e. convergence of Cesaro means, the maximal
Cesaro means operator on L1(Sn~1), defined by

^/(x')

= sup{|ai/(x')|,L

= 0,l,2,...},

plays a very important role.
Let us now state the known convergence results.

A. Bonami and J. L. Clerc

showed:
(2.7) If 6 > (n - 2)/2 then W6 is of weak type (1,1); that is,

a({x' E Sn-\%bf(x') >X})<C- H/Hi• A'1

(A> 0)

(see [BC, Theorem 3.3, p. 237]).
(2.8) If 1< q < 2 and 6 > (n - 2)(1/q - 1/2) then the operator W6 is of strong
type (Q,Q)',that is,

ll^/ll, < C, • ll/H,

(fEL^S"-1))

and ct£/(x') -» f(x') a.e. on 5""1 as L — oo for every / e Lq(Sn~1) (see [BC,
Corollary 3.4, p. 237]).
REMARK. A. Bonami and J. L. Clerc state only that a6Lf(x') converges a.e. for
every / E Lq(Sn~1). If / is a finite linear combination of spherical harmonics, <r£/
clearly converges to / a.e. Since Wsf is in Lq(Sn~1) we also have ]]aeLf - f]\q —►
0
as L —»oo by the dominated convergence theorem. Finite linear combinations of
spherical harmonics form a dense subspace of Lq(Sn~1), therefore ||ct£/ - /||q —►
0
as L —*oo for every / E Lq(Sn~1) so the a.e. limit of ct£/ must be / itself.
The next result was announced by E. Stein, M. Taibleson and G. Weiss (see

[STW, p. 96]) and proved by L. Colzani, M. Taibleson and G. Weiss (see [CTW,
Theorem 4.1, p. 881]).
(2.9) If 0 < p < 1 and 6 = (n - l)/p - n/2 then the operator %6 is well defined
on the atomic space Hp(Sn~1)

and maps it boundedly

into weak-Lp(Sn_1);

that

is,

ct({xE Sn-\^6f(x')

>X))<C-

H/Uffp■A""

(A> 0).

If p = 1 and 6 = (n - 2)/2 then (2.9) fails; this was proven by M. Taibleson (see
[T] and the remarks in [CTW, p. 883]).
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We shall define function spaces generated by blocks on 5n_1 and then show
that they can serve as a substitute for atomic H1(Sn~1) at the critical index 6 =

(n - 1)12.
For x'o E 5n_1 and 0 < 00 < ir a "cap" of radius 0O centered at x'0 is the set

B(x'o,0o) = {x' E Sn~1,d(x',x'0)
For 1 < q < oo a g-block on Sn_1 is a measurable

< 60}.

function b defined on S1™-1and

such that
(2.10)

supp6 C B = B(x'o,6Q) for some x'0 E S"1-1, 0O > 0

and

(L^mr<-wr
Normalization (2.11) and Holder's inequality imply ||6||i < 1. It is also clear, by
Holder's inequality again, that if q2> qi, then every r/2-block is also gi-block. It is
often useful to have (2.11) in the following form:

(2.12)

H&ll,< (cr(B))^-q^q = C ■fl*,"-1^1-')/',

where C depends on q and n.
The main result of this section is a uniform weak type (1,1) inequality for the
action of g'(n_2)/2 on (/-blocks.

(2.13) THEOREM. If 1 <q <oo and if b is a q-block,then
a({x' E Sn-1,W(-n-2^2b(x')

> A}) < CA"1

(A > 0),

where the constant C does not depend on b and X.
PROOF. We prove the estimate for large A's first: Let us assume that A > 9q~"
where Oo is the radius of the cap on which b is supported.

If 1< q < 2 then, since (n - 2)/2 > (n - 2)(l/q - 1/2), we may use (2.8) which
says that our operator is of strong type (q, q) and therefore also of weak type (q, q).
By the normalization condition (2.12) we have for all A > #Q-n

a({x' e s*-1 ,^n-v'2b(x')

\\h\\Q

> A}) < c ■Oa

A"

/}(l-«)(9-l)

< C ■^—r-

Aq

< CA"1.

For 2 < q < oo we get the same estimate simply because every (/-block, q > 2, is

also a 2-block.
Now let us consider the case A < #o_n and let

Ai = {x' ESn-1,2-e0<d(x'Q,x')
A2 = {x' E Sn-1,7r/2

<tt/2},

< d(x'0, x') < tt - 2 • 0O},

where x'0 is the center of the cap B = B(x'0,9o) containing the support of b. The set
Sn_1\(Ai U A2) has measure of order A-1, so if Ai U A2 is empty, which happens
if b has large support, there is nothing to prove. If Ai U A2 is not empty, we will

show, using (2.6), that the subset of Ay U A2 where ^("-2)/26(x')
measure of the order A-1.

> A also has

FUNCTION SPACES GENERATED BY BLOCKS
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Uy' EB and x' E Ay then
d(x'0,x')<d(x'0,y')

+ d(y',x')

<90 + d(y', x1) < \ ■d(x'0, x') + d(y', x')

and
d(x'0, x') < d(-x'0, x') < d(-x'0, -y') + d(-y', x')

<60 + d(-y', x') < \ ■d(x'o, x')+rr-

d(x', y').

Therefore,
d(x'0, x') < 2 • min{d(x', y'), re - d(x', y')}.
According as d(x',y') < ir/2 or > 7t/2 (the latter may happen!) we now use the
first or the second estimate (2.6) and get, using also —n/2 —6 = —n+l < —n/2+1,

|SJ,n_2)/V ■»',1)1< C- (d(x'0,x'))1-n

(x1EAy,y'E suppft).

Similarly, if y' E B and x' E A2, then
d(-x'0, x') < d(x'0, x') <90 + d(y', x')

< \(ir - d(x'o, x')) + d(y', x') = \d(-x'o, x') + d(y', x')

and

d(-x'o,x')<d(-x'o,-y')
+ d(-y',x')
<90 + d(-y', x') < \d(-x'0, x') + ir- d(y', x'),
so that,
d(-x'Q, x')<2-

min{d(x', y'),ir - d(x', y')}.

Using (2.6) as before we get the estimate

|S|n-2)/2(x'

• V', 1)1 < C • (tt - d(x'0,x'))1-"

(x1 E A2,y' E supp6).

Now, since

^("-2)/26(x')

< ||6||t ■sup{|si"-2)/2(x'

• y', 1)\, y' E suppft, L = 0,1,2,...

}

and ||6||i < 1, we finally get
a({x' E 5"-1,^(n-2)/26(x')

> A}) < cr(B(x'0,26o)) + a(B(-x'0,290))

+ a({x' E Ay,W^n-2^2b(x')

> A}) +a({x'

E A2,^n~2^2b(x')

> A})

<rx(B(x'0,29o)) + o-(B(-x'o,290))
+ a({x' E Ay,C(d(x'o,x'))1-n

so.^

> A}) +a({x'

E A2,C(d(x'o,x'))1-n

> A})

+i+ijsf

for every A < flo_n and this finishes the proof. D
The spaces Bq(Sn~1), 1 < q < oo, of functions generated by blocks are defined
as usual. B,,(5n_1), or simply Bq, consists of those measurable functions / which
admit a representation

(2.14)

f = J2mkbk
fc=0
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where the bk's are (/-blocks and (mk) is a numeric sequence satisfying N((m,k)) < oo.
By Lemma (1.1) the series (2.14) converges a.e. and in L1. The infimum of the
values N((mk)), taken over all representations of / as in (2.14), is a quasi-norm on
Bq; we denote it by Nq(f). Bq is a quasi-Banach space.
Now we prove our main convergence result.

(2.15)

THEOREM. Letl < q < oo. The operator W^n~2^2 mapsBq boundedly

into weak-L1; that is, for all f E Bq and all X > 0

(2.16)

a({x' E Sn-1.^n~2^2f(x')

> A}) < 4'C'W).

Here C is the constant of Theorem (2.14), independent of f and X. As a consequence
aL

f ~* f a-e- on Sn_1 as L -* oo for every f E Bq.

PROOF. Let f E Bq and take any representation (2.14) of / by (/-blocks. By
Theorem (2.13)
a({x' E S""1,^n-2^2bk(x')

for fc= 0,1,2,....

> A}) < j,

A > 0,

Therefore, by Lemma (1.1)

(2.17) a (L ES-\ f) K| •i?(-2>/2Mx')> Aj) < 4 ' ° ' Nf{W*)}
for every A > 0.
It is easy to see that
(2.18)

g?(n-2'/2/(x')

< £ |mfc|^(n-2)/26fc(x').
fc=0

Indeed, the series (2.14) converges in L1 and 5^n_

(•, 1), being a polynomial,

is

bounded, therefore

\o^-2)l2f(x')-J:mk-^-2)/2bk(x')]
fc=0
K

<sup{|5|n-2)/2(x'-1/',l)|,y'G5"-1}-

/-^mfc6fc
fc=0

-0
i

as K —>oo; we get (2.18) by taking absolute values and the supremum over L in
the equation
oo

(n-2)/2,

°L

V*

f = l^mk'aL

(n-2)/2,

bk-

k=0

Now (2.17), (2.18) and the fact that the representation

of / by g-blocks was arbi-

trary imply (2.16).
To prove that the Cesaro means of / converge to / a.e., we use a standard
argument. Let for j — 1,2,...
A, = ix' E Sn- \ limsup |<r[n-2)/2/(x')
I
L—oo

- /(x')|

> -j .
J )
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We will show that cr(Aj) —0(j = l,2,...)

therefore a(\J Aj) = 0 and this clearly

implies the desired conclusion.
Let s > 0 be arbitrary, choose a representation
K
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(2.14) of / and write

oo

f = ^2 mkbk+ Y2 mkbk= g+ r,
k=0

k=K+l

where K is chosen so that

^rnk)t=K+y)<^^Wf
Note that this choice implies

||r||i < Nq(r) < 6.
The function g is a finite linear combination of (/-blocks; therefore, it belongs to any
Lp(Sn~1), p < q. So by (2.8) the Cesaro means of order (n - 2)/2 of g converge to
g a.e. on 5n_1. Combining this with (2.16) applied to the remainder r we get
o(Aj)

< a (lx'

E 5n-1,limsup|cr[n~2)/2r(x')

- r(x')|

> -})

< a fix' E S"-\g?("-2)/2r(x') > -±-X\

+ aQx'€5"-1,|r(x')|>7^})
< 4 • C •6 •4j + 6 ■4j —e.
Since e was arbitrary, a(Aj) = 0, and the theorem is proved.

□

3. Riesz means on compact
semisimple
Lie groups. In this section we
show that spaces generated by blocks may be of interest as classes of convergence
also in the context of compact Lie groups; in particular, we study the behaviour of
the Riesz means of Fourier series of blocks and prove convergence results analogous
to those for the unit sphere in the previous section.
Let G be a compact topological group equipped with the left and right invariant
Haar measure cr, a(G) — 1. By the Peter-Weyl theorem we have the orthogonal
decomposition

where W\ are the nontrivial subspaces of L2 (G) invariant under both the right and
left regular representation of G on L2 (G) and A is the set of equivalence classes of
irreducible unitary representations of G. The projection Px of L2(G) onto W\ is

given by / —*dx • (x\ * f) where dx and xa are the dimension and the character of
a representation of class A and

(XA*/)(*)=

I Xx(y-1x)f(y)do-(y).
Jg

Thus we have the Fourier expansion

(3.1)

/ = £pA/=2>A.(XA*/)
AgA

A€A

(/€L2(G)),
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the series converging in L2 (G). Since xa is bounded, we can form such a series for
any integrable /.
To study convergence and summability properties of such series one, first, has
to decide how to order the terms in the series and, then, estimate the dimensions
and the characters. To accomplish this, more structure on G is required; from now
on we shall assume that G is a compact connected Lie group. For motivation let
us consider the abelian case briefly; that is, let G be the torus T" = Rn/Zn for a
moment. The characters are
Xm([x]) = exp(2nim-x)

([x] E T",x E Rn,m E Zn).

Now, the Peter-Weyl decomposition is a simultaneous eigenspace decomposition
of L2(G) for all linear operators on L2(G) that commute with translations.
A
very special operator of this kind is the Laplacian A and the characters Xm form a
complete system of solutions of the eigenvalue problem Au = —cu. The eigenvalue
of the eigenfunction Xm is 47r2|m|2, and to quote S. Bochner (see [BI, p. 179]):
Writing the series Z)meZ" (Xm * /) in the form
oo

£

£

(x™*/)

j=0\m\*=j

satisfies the very natural principle of ordering the terms in the series according to the magnitude of the eigenvalues of the Laplacian.

The structure theory of compact connected Lie groups, which we describe briefly
(see [BD] for details), allows us to apply the same natural principle in more general
settings. Moreover, the culmination of the structure theory, the Weyl character and
dimension formulae enable the analyst to obtain the estimates for the characters
and dimensions.

Let G be a compact connected Lie group of dimension n and T a fixed maximal

torus in G, dimT = rankG = fc. Let W be the Weyl group of G, that is W = N/T,
where TV is the normalizer of T in G. Central functions on G correspond exactly
to functions on T invariant under the action of W. In particular, the restriction of
a character of G to T is a W-invariant character of T and, more important, any
W-invariant character of T can be extended to a central function on G, which turns
out to be a character of G. A representation of G is determined up to equivalence
by the restriction of its character to T.
Let g and t be the Lie algebras of G and T respectively. The adjoint representa-

tion Ad: G —*GL(g) describes the infinitesimal structure of conjugation in G and
its restriction to T plays the key role when one studies the W-invariant functions
on T. We can always choose an Ad-invariant inner product (•, •) on g, so that the
extension of Ad to the complexification of g becomes unitary. R will denote the set

of all roots of G; that is the set of all a E t*\{0} for which
{X E g, [H, X] = 2rria(H) ■X for every H e t} / {0}.
The action of W on T induces the action of W on t:

w-H = Ad(n) H

if w = nT

(nEN,

HEt)

FUNCTION SPACES GENERATED
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and so the restriction of the inner product (•, •) to t is iy-invariant.
We use the
natural isomorphism t* —►
t given by A —►
Hx where X(H) = (Hx,H) (H E t) to
transfer (•, •) and the action of W to t*:

(X,i) = (Hx,Ht)
HwX = w-Hx

(A,tGt*),
(XEl*,wEW),

that is, (w ■X)(H) = (w ■HX,H) = (Hx,w ■H) = X(w ■H) (H E t).
The kernel of the exponential map t —►
T, that is, the integral lattice is denoted

by / and

r = {«€t*,a(/)cZ}
is the lattice of integral forms. We have R C I*. We fix a Weyl chamber t+, that
is, a connected component of t\ (jaeR ker a and define the associated positive roots

by
R+ = {aE R, a(H) > 0 for every H E i+}.
The half-sum of the positive roots is denoted by p. For A E t* we define the
alternating sum of A by

A(A):t->C,
A(X)(H) = ]T det(w;) • exp(2rriX(w ■H))

(H E t),

wew

where det(w) is the determinant of w as an element of O(t), so that det(w) = 1 or
—1. The Weyl denominator is the function

D: t->C,

D(H) = JJ [exp(nia(H)) - exp(-nia(H)]
a€R+

= Yl 2i-simra(H)

(H Et).

a€R+

We list some facts about this function. D is the alternating sum of the form
p: D = A(p). The function |D|2 factors through exp: t —►
T; that is, a function
£:T-»C
can be well defined by |D|2 = Eoexp. Moreover, E appears in the Weyl
integral formula

( f(x)da(x) = (cardr/)-1 • I f(t) ■E(t)du(t)
JG

JT

valid for central functions / on G. Here w is the normalized

Haar measure on T.

The following facts are due to H. Weyl.
(i) If A € I* C t*, then the function c(A + p) = A(X + p)/D, first defined only
when D(H)

^ 0, has a unique continuous extension to all of t and the function

C(A + p): T —»C in c(A + p) —C(X + p) o exp is well defined.
(ii) If A E /*nt+, then C(X + p) is the restriction to T of an irreducible character
Xa of G. The dimension of this representation is

dx= n ^-r1
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(iii) The map A —►
C(A + p) sets up a bijective correspondence between /* fl t+
and the set of all irreducible characters of G; therefore, we may identify J* nt+ and
A as sets.
Now we relate A to a Laplacian on G. Let Xy,X2, ■■■,Xn be an orthonormal
basis of g with respect to our chosen Ad-invariant inner product. We form the
second order left invariant differential operator

A = I>2,
t=i
which turns out to be also right invariant. A does not depend on the choice of the
basis {Xi} and we call it the Laplace operator on G (A is the Laplace-Beltrami
operator for the Riemannian structure on G induced by (-,-)). If xa is the character
of the irreducible representation corresponding to A E I* fl t+ then

Axa = -((X + p,X + p) - (p,p)) -xa = -Pa -XaSince I* n t+ is a part of a finite-dimensional lattice the values px (X E I* f) t+)
form a discrete set in R+. Therefore, by ordering the terms of the series (3.1) with
increasing values px we shall satisfy the natural principle, mentioned before, of
ordering terms according to the magnitude of eigenvalues of a Laplacian (see also

[B2]).
REMARK. The differential operator A depends on the choice of the inner product
on g so is far from being unique. If g is semisimple, the negative of the Killing form
may be considered as a canonical choice of (•, •). In general, since G is compact,
g is reductive, that is g — 3 © gi where 3 is the center of g and gi is semisimple.
Taking minus the Killing form on gx, any inner product on 3 and requiring 3 -L gi
yields an almost canonical Ad-invariant inner product on g.
A general method of summation of the series (3.1) can now be described as
follows. Let $ be a function in Co(R+) satisfying $(0) = 1. The $-means of the
series (3.1) are

£

*(e ■px) ■dx ■(xa * /)

(s > 0)

AeA

and one asks, when and in what sense do the $-means of the series associated to /
converge to / as e —*0. We will be interested in the case when

$(i) = (1 - t)6+ = max{(l - t)s, 0}

(r > 0, 6>0).

This choice gives the Riesz means of order S > 0:

pSs= S**f

(fEL2(G),e>0)

where

Sf = £(l-e-MA)+-<*A-XAAeA

When G is simply connected (and thus semisimple) it possesses a fundamental
system of weights; that is, a set {Ai, A2,..., Afc}of weights (fc = rankG) such that
A = J* n t+ is the set of all linear combinations of Ai, A2, ■■■ , Afcwith nonnegative
integer coefficients. This nice structure of A (and Weyl's formulae, of course) allowed J. L. Clerc (see [C]) to reduce the problem of estimating S| to the problem
of estimating the first derivatives of the corresponding kernel in the abelian case.
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He obtained:
(3.2) Let G be simply connected with rank fc and dimension n. If 6 > (fc —l)/2
then
(3.3)

\S*(expH)\

< C • ^-(n-l)/2[||tf||-(n+l)/2-6

for every H Ei, where \\H\\ = ((H,H)y/2

+ |£>(#)|-1]

(see [C, Theorem 2]).

Using this estimate, J. L. Clerc proved the following convergence results:
(3.4) If 6 > (n-l)/2
and 1 < p < oo, then p\f converges to / in Lp(G) as e -> 0

for every / E LP(G) (see [C, Theorem 3]).
(3.5) If S > (n —l)/2 then the maximal operator

&ef(x)=auj>\peef{x)\
£>0

(fEL\G),xEG)

is of weak type (1,1); that is,

<x({xG G,&*f(x) >r,})<C-

H/IU•n~l

(r, > 0)

and p6Ef(x) —►
f(x) a.e. on G as e —►
0 for every / E L1(G) (see [C, Theorem 5]).
The result (3.4) for the special case p = 2 can be extended to the whole range
6 > 0 by an argument atributed to Kaczmarcz (see [SW, VII.5.10] for this argument
in the case G = T"). Interpolating between this fact and the weak (1,1) result
J. L. Clerc obtained convergence below the critical index (n —l)/2:

(3.6) If 1 < p < 2 and 6 > (n - l)(l/p - 1/2) then £?s is of strong type (p,p)
and psef(x) —►
f(x) a.e. on G as e —►
0 for every / E LP(G) (see [C, Corollary to

Theorem 5]).
We shall be interested in the situation for the critical index 6 — (n —l)/2 and
we assume that G is simply connected. Then n > fc so we may use (3.2). Note that
the right-hand

(3.7)

side in (3.2) does not depend on e if 8 — (n — l)/2.

sup|Si"-1)/2(exp/f)|

< A.(||ff|rn

We get

+ D(10r1).

£>0

Also since (n - l)/2 > (n - l)(l/p - 1/2) if 1 < p < 2, (3.6), in particular, states

(3.8)

\]^n-^'2f]\v

< Cp ■||/||p

(/ E Lp(G), 1< p < 2).

Now we define blocks on G and show, using (3.7) and (3.8), that the space
generated by blocks is a class of convergence for the Riesz means of critical order

(n-l)/2.

*

By d(-, ■) we denote the Riemannian metric on G induced by the Ad-invariant
inner product on g (which is minus the Killing form, since G is semisimple). If
1 < p < oo then a measurable function b defined on G is a p-block if

suppfc C B(x,r/) = {yeG,

d(x,y) < n}

and
\\b\]p<(cr(B(x,V)))^-p^P.

Holder's inequality implies that a 9-block is a p-block if q > p and that ||6||i < 1
for every p-block, 1 < p < 00. Note also that
a(f?(x,77))<Cr?",
because the Haar measure is also the Riemannian measure.
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(3.9)

THEOREM. Ifb is a p-block, 1 < p < oo, then
a({x E G,^n-^'2b(x)

> A}) < CA"1

(A > 0)

where the constant C does not depend on b and X.

PROOF. We may assume that b is supported in a ball B = B(e,n). Consider
first the case when A > a(B)-1. Then by the normalization condition for blocks

\\b\\p< X"-1. For 1< p < 2 we use (3.8) to deduce

a({x E G,^n-^'2b(x)

< A})< C • H&llg
• X~p< CX~t

For p > 2 we simply use the fact that a p-block is then also a 2-block.

Assume now that A < a(B)~1.
We first rewrite estimate (3.7) in a form that better suits our purpose. II x EG,
let t E T be such that g is conjugate to t and let H E i be such that expH — t.
The Riesz kernels are central functions; therefore,
|S(n-l)/2(:r)|

= |S(„-l)/2(exp//)|_

Since the metric is invariant and the exponential mapping is a contraction we have

d(e,x) = d(e,t)<\\H\\.
The Weyl denominator D factors through the exponential mapping.
easily seen from the formula

D(H) = A(p)(H) = ^2 det(w) • exp(2irip(w ■H))

This is most

(H E t).

w€W

Since G is simply connected, p is an integral form; therefore, expHy = expH2
implies D(Hy) = D(H2). This allows us to define the central function D on G
whose restriction to T satisfies

D(expH)=D(H)

(i^et).

With x, t and H as before, we now have

D(x) = D(t) = D(expH) = D(H).
Note, that by the Weyl integral formula

[[D-1]]! = (cardWO-1 / ]D(t)\duj(t) < oo,

Jt

where u is the normalized Haar measure on T.
With this in mind, estimate (3.7) reads

sup|SJn-1)/2(x)|

< A • [(d(e,x))-n

+ ^(x)!"1]

(x E G).

£>0

Therefore,
|^£("-1)/26(x)|<A-

and we have
«r({ieG,J("-1)/2i(i)>

[/

Jb

\b(y)\(d(e,y-1x))-nda(y)

+ (]b\*\L)\-1)(x)

A})

< <T(B(e,2ri)) + a({x E G, d(e,x) > 2 ■r?,^("-1)/26(x)

> A}).

J
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Now, if y E B and d(e, x) > 2 ■rj, then

d(e, y_1x) = d(x, y) > d(e, x) - d(e, y) > \ ■d(e, x).

Using this, ||6||i < 1, A < a(B) <C -rf1 and the fact that the convolution with the
integrable function |ZJ_1| is of strong type (1,1) and therefore also of weak type

(1,1), we finally get
a({x E G,&n-V'2b(x)

> A}) < a(B(e,2 ■n))

+ a(LEG,2nA[d(e,x)]-n>^

+ «7({xeG,A(H*|Lr1)(*)>^})
< C • (2 • n)n + C ■2n+1 • A • A"1 + 2 • A • ||JD_1||i • A-1 < y.
This finishes the proof. □
The space BP(G) generated by p-blocks is defined as usual; that is, we combine
p-blocks using sequences (mk) of coefficients satisfying N((mk)) < oo.
(3.10)

THEOREM. Let G be a compact simply connected and connected Lie

group and 1 < p < oo. Then for every f E BP(G) its Riesz means pKe
converge to f a.e. on G as e —►
0.

f

The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem (2.15); we use Lemma (1.1) to
add the weak type (1,1) inequalities for p-blocks established in Theorem (3.9) and
use (3.6) in a standard density argument to finish the proof.
REMARK. In the abelian case, that is, when the group is the torus T™, the
situation is different.
If n = 1 and / E Boo(T) then p°.f, which are (by agreement) just the partial sums
of the Fourier series of /, converge to / a.e. on T. This was the motivating result
for introducing spaces generated by blocks (see [TW1]). The proof is based on a
simple estimate for the Dirichlet kernel and uses also the Carleson-Hunt theorem.
When

n > 1, the Riesz kernel for the critical

5£(n-i)/2(l) _ J2(l-e-

index

H2)*"-1)/2 • exp(2rrim ■x)

m€Zn

is, as is well known, quite complicated (see [SW, VII, §4]). But, using a corresponding result for Rn and localization (both due to E. Stein) S. Lu, M. Taibleson and
G. Weiss proved that for / E •B00(Tn)nLlog+ L(Tn),p(P~l)l'1f
converges to / a.e.
(see [LTW]). It was observed by F. Soria, that the Llog+ L condition is necessary;
the same function, constructed in [SW, VII, §4] to show that a.e. summability
does not hold for L1(Tn) at the critical index is easily seen to be also an element
of Boo(T").

4. Constructions
relevant to the theory of spaces generated by blocks
on a space of homogeneous
type. As mentioned in the Introduction, the spaces
generated by blocks are closely connected with R. Fefferman's notion of entropy.
The entropy of a set is a quantity which does not depend only on how large the set
is measure-theoretically but also on the geometry of the set; that is, the entropy
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measures also how the set is spread out. The entropy of a function can be defined
by using the entropy of its level sets. It turns out that the quasi-norm Nq(f) of
function f E Bq also depends on the size and the geometry of its level sets. The
construction of functions / for which Nq(f) is essentially larger than its L1 norm
is one of the basic results in the theory of spaces generated by blocks (see [TW1]).
In this section we make these constructions in the general setting of a nondiscrete
space of homogeneous type.
Let X be a set. A quasi-distance on XTis a nonnegative symmetric function d
on X x X satisfying the quasi-triangle inequality

d(x, y) < Q[d(x, z) + d(z, y)\

(x, y,zEX)

and such that d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y (x,y E X). The sets {(x,y) E X x X, d(x, y) <
1/n} form a base of a uniform structure on X and the collection of balls

B(x, r) = {yE X, d(x, y) < r}

(xEX,

r> 0)

is a base of neighbourhoods for the induced topology (caveat: the balls are not
necessary open sets).
Let p be a positive measure, defined on a rr-algebra of subsets of (X, d) which
contains the open sets and the balls. The triple (X', d, p) is a space of homogeneous
type if p satisfies the so-called doubling condition

0 < p(B(x, 2r)) < A ■p(B(x, r)) < oo

(x E X, r > 0)

for some absolute constant A. Note that this doubling condition implies a slightly
more general condition
0 < p(B(x,R))

< A1+1°8^R^

■p(B(x,r))

< oo

that allows us to compare measures on concentric balls with arbitrary
1 < q < oo.

A (/-block on (X, d, p) is a measurable

function

radii. Let

b satisfying

the

localization condition

supp b C B

for some ball B C X

and the size condition

||6||, < (p(B))^-q^q.
If p(X) < oo then any function satisfying only the size condition with B replaced
by X is also considered to be a (/-block. Bq(X,d,p) is the space of all functions
/ which can be written in the form / = Y^mjbj where the 6/s are (/-blocks and
the numerical sequence (mj) satisfies N((m,j)) < oo. Bq(X,d,p) is a quasi-Banach
space (see the Introduction for more details on the quasi-norm).
When working with function spaces on spaces of homogeneous type it is very
convenient to assume that the space is normal, that is, that the measure of a ball
of radius r is of order r (see [MS] for the case of Lipschitz spaces). More precisely,
(X,d,p) is normal if there exist constants ci and c2, 0 < ci,c2 < oo, such that
(4.1)

cyr < p(B(x, r)) < c2r

(x E X, p({x}) < r < p(X)).

The sequence of lemmas that follow shows, that assuming normality of (X', d, p)
is not a restriction as far the spaces Bq(X,d,p) are concerned.
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LEMMA [MS, THEOREM 2]. Let d be a quasi-distance on X. There

exists a quasi-distance d' on X such that the a"-balls are open sets in the d'-topology

and

C ■d(x, y) < d'(x, y)<C-

d(x, y)

(x, y E X)

for some constants 0 < C,C < oo, that is, d and d' are equivalent and therefore
induce the same topology.

(4.3) LEMMA. Let (X,d,p) be a space of homogeneous type and let d' be a
quasi-distance equivalent to d. Then (X,d',p) is of homogeneous type, Bq(X,d',p)
= Bg(X,d,p) as sets and the corresponding quasi-norms Nq^' and Nq:d are equiv-

alent.
PROOF. Clearly p satisfies condition (4.1) with respect to d'. It is also easy to
see that there exists a constant c such that, for every (/-block b on (X,d,p), c- bis
a (/-block on (X, d',p). The rest of the proof is obvious. □

(4.4)

LEMMA (SEE [MS, THEOREM 3]). Let (X,d,p) be a space of homo-

geneous type such that the d-balls are open sets. Then the function

6(x, y) = ini{p(B), B a d-ball, x,y E B}
6(x, x) = 0
is a quasi-distance

if x / j/,

on X, (X, 6, p) is normal and the topologies induced on X by d

and 6 coincide.
REMARK. By definition of normality, (5-balls have the property
cyr < p(Bs(x,r))

< c2r

(xEX,p({x})

< r < p(X))

for some finite positive constants cy and c2. Let us say a few words on what happens
for r ^ (p{x}),p(X)),
r > 0. In a general space of homogeneous type p({x}) > 0
if and only if x is an isolated point (see [MS, Theorem 1]). If 6 is induced by d, as
in the lemma above, then clearly

Bs(x,r) = {x}
If p(X)

(x E X, 0 < r < u({x})).

< oo and 8 and d are as in the lemma then X is bounded;

that is, X =

Bs(y,R) for some y E X, R > 0. Indeed, we have 8(x,y) < p(X) for x,y E X.
Thus,
B6(x,r)=X
(xEX, p(X)<r).
Finally, by left continuity of <p(r) = p(Bg(x,r)),

cyp(X) < p(B,p(X))

< p(X)

(xEX).

We do not know if p(X) < oo implies boundedness of X in general; this is also the
reason for allowing exceptional (/-blocks when p(X) < oo.

(4.5)

LEMMA. Let (X,d,p)

and 6 be as in the previous lemma. Then

Bq(X,6,p) = Bq(X,d,p)
as sets and the corresponding quasi-norms

are equivalent.

PROOF. Let b be a (/-block on (X,d,p); that is,
(4.6)

suppb C B = Bd(x, r),

\\b\\q< (p(B))^-^'q.
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We want to show that for some constant c, independent

of b, c ■b is a (/-block on

(X,6,p).
If y E B then S(x,y) < p(B); thus, B C Bs(x,R) for any R > p(B). Assume
first that p(B) < R < (1 + e)p(B)

< p(X) for some 0 < e < 1. Using normality

we have

p(Bs(x,R))

< c2R < c2(l + e)p(B) < 2c2p(B).

Together with (4.6) and suppfr C Bg(x, R) for our choice of R this shows that cb is

a g-block on (X",6, p) with c independent on 6. On the other hand if p(B) = p(X)
then also p(Bs(x,R)) = p(X). In this case we do not even have to multiply by a
constant; b itself is a (/-block on (X, 6, p).
For the converse let b be a (/-block with respect to 6, suppfc c B = Bs(x,r),

and H&H,< (p(B))(-1-q'>/q. If y E B then there exists a ball B = Bd(z,p) such that
x,y E B and p(B) < r. By the quasi-triangle

inequality d(x,y)

< 2Qp. We also

have Bd(x, 2Qp) C Bd(z, (2Q2 + Q)p). Using the doubling condition we get

p(Bd(x,2Qp)) < p(Bd(z, (2Q2 + Q)p)) < Aio^2&+<^+1p(B) < C ■r.
Assume now that p(X) — oo and put

R = supp{s, p(Bd(x, s)) <C ■r}.
Note that R < oo because limp(Bd(x,s))
= p(X) = oo. Then, by the above,
B C Bd(x,R). Using left continuity of p(Bd(x, •)) and normality

p(Bd(x, R))<C-r<C-

c^pW

if p({x}) < r

and

p(Bd(x, R))<C-r<C-

p({x}) < C ■p(B)

if r < p({x}).

Therefore, c • b is a (/-block on (X, d, p), where c is independent of b.
If p(X) < oo the same argument works if R < oo. So assume R = oo. Then

p(X) <Cr

<C- crV(5) if p({x}) < r < p(X), p(X) <C • r < C • p(B) if

r < p({x}), and p(X") = p(B) if r > p(X). Thus, for an absolute constant c, c ■b
is an exceptional (/-block with respect to the quasi-distance d.
To sum up, we have, up to a constant factor, the same (/-blocks on (X",d, p) and
(X,6,p) and the lemma is proved. □
We now give the construction promised in the Introduction.
Since it takes advantage of the gaps between points far apart we have to impose a mild restriction
on X". Let us call a space of homogeneous type nondiscrete if it contains infinitely
many nonisolated points.
(4.7) THEOREM. Let (X,d,p) be a nondiscrete space of homogeneous type, let
K be a positive integer and 1 < q < oo. There exist functions f E Bq(X,d,p) such
that f is a finite convex combination of blocks, \\f[\y = 1 and Nq(f) = 1 +logK.

PROOF. Lemmas (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) show that we may assume that our
space X is normal.
We will construct disjoint balls Bk (1 < k < K) in X such that the function
K

(4.8)

f = K-1-J2(»(Bk)r1XBk
k=l
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will have the desired properties. Clearly ||/||i = 1 and Nq(f) < 1 + log If because
(p(Bk))~1XBk are (/-blocks for every q, 1 < q < oo. The balls Bk will be chosen
with large gaps between them and this will imply that (4.8) is the most efficient
decomposition of / into (/-blocks. We postpone the construction of the Bfc's and
deal with some preliminary reductions of the problem first.
Given an arbitrary decomposition

(4.9)

/ = £"*,&;

of / into (/-blocks such that N(m.j)) < oo we have to show that

(4.10)

N((mj))>(l+logK).

Let D = IjBfc. Since / = J2mj(bj ' Xd) and since bj ■xd (j E N) are also
(/-blocks we may assume that supply C D.
The fcj's are (/-blocks; therefore,

(4.11)

supp^cD,-

and

]\bj]]q<(p(Dj))^-q^q

(j EN),

where the Dj are balls in X.
In the case when each Dj (j E N) is contained in one of the balls Bk the proof
of (4.10) is easy. We just rearrange the terms in the absolutely converging series

(4.9) as follows:

/ =£fc=l fe"W})
=£*-V(Mr1XBt
Vi
J
fc=l
where

supple

Bfc

In what follows we will use the notation

(l<k<K,iEN)

(l<k<K,
|Kfc'||i

iEN).
= J2\mi

I- Since \\b\ ']\y < 1

we have

N(fc)lli>£l»»!fcWfc)lli > Wk-^b^xbAi^k-1
i
and, by the lattice property
N((mj))=

N((m{1],

-

of TV(-) (see [TW1, Lemma 5])

m21},...,

m[K) ,m2K\...)

[vilm(1)IU,ll"»(1)lli'"',IMiC)lli,ll"»(lf)lli'"7

^K^rr^ti+ios*-^1)
K h^W^wA

% K(fc)l)

> 1 + logK
It is in the general case, when the Dj's are allowed to intersect more than one Bk,
that the gaps between the Bfc's become important. We postpone the construction
of the balls Bk once more; for now we need only to assume that they are disjoint.
We will show that by decomposing any bj into the sum of its restrictions to the
balls Bk we get a new decomposition of / which is more efficient than the old one.
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The theorem will then be proved, because by cutting all 6/s like this, we reduce
the general case to the special case established above.
Let us fix j, write D = Dj, b = bj and assume that D intersects more than one

of the balls Bk. For 1 < fc< K let
mfc = (p(Bfc))("-1)/«||6-xBJ|,mj,
(4.12)
K

ak = ^-bkXBk

'

HBknD^0,

mk

= 0

otherwise.

Then the a/t's are (/-blocks and
K

mjbj = ^mfcOfc.
fc=i

Therefore,
K

f = y^mfcafc + y^mjbj.
k=l
ifr
To show that this decomposition of / is better
simple observation about the quasi-norm AT

(4.13)

LEMMA (SEE [TW1]).
rh-

(my,...

than (4.9) we use the following

Let m = (m^ be a numeric sequence and let

,mj-y,my,m2,...

where

K

,rhK,mj+y,...),
i

i

Jmk^T+l^KEi - i^ K
ThenN(m)

<N(m).

To make use of the lemma we have to compare the sum of the rrtfc's with mj.

Let

J = {fcE N, 1 < fc < K, Bk n D ? 0}
and recall that we are assuming card I > 2. Using (4.12), Holder's inequality,

suppft C\JBk and (4.11) we get
K

\mj\-1 £

|mfc| = £(p(Bfc))(«-1)/«

k=l

■||6 • XBk ||,

k€l

£p(Bfc)
kel
r

=

I>-xbJ2
)

\k€I

\(9-l)/?

£^Sfc)
\fc€/

-||6||,
/

r

"I («—!)/«

kel

I
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Thus by Lemma (4.13) our goal is reached if

(4.14)

p(L>)>(l + logA')9/(''-1)-£p(Bfc)

(card/>2).

k€l

We finally construct the balls Bk. Choose K distinct nonisolated points
xy,x2,...,XK

EX

and let 6 = min{d(xi, Xj), 1 < i,j < K,i ^ j}. Let 7 > 2Q be a fixed constant to

be determined later. If r < S/(Q + Q2 + 7Q2) and Bk = B(xk,r) (1 < k < K)
then, as is easily seen,

d(y, z)>i-r

(yEBi,

zE Bj, 1 < i,j < K, i? j).

By the quasi-triangle inequality we see that Bk = B(xk,^r/2Q) (1 < fc < K) are
disjoint. We still have flexibility in choosing r; that is, we can still make it smaller.
In case p(X) < 00 we make use of this possibility and require 0 < r < ^r/2Q <
p(X). This enables us to use the normality of (X, d, p) in all cases (note that the
Xfcare nonisolated points and thus p({xfc}) = 0). We get
(4.15)

p(Bk) < c2r < ^^p(Bfc)

(1 < fc < K).

cn

Let R be the radius and x the center of D. We assumed that card I >2, therefore

(4.16)

7 • r < 2Q ■R.

Let us expand D to D = B(x,(^-r)/2+Q2(R+r)).

Uk E I, that is, if Bfcintersects

D, using the quasi-triangle inequality, we see that Bk C D. Therefore,

(4-17)

2>(Bfc) < p(D).
fee/

By the doubling condition, (4.16) and since we assumed that 7 > 2Q
p(D)

< ^0o82(T-/2R+((r+R)/R)O2)-rl

. ^(D)

< y^W+SQ2)-)-!

. ^(D).

This, together with (4.15) and (4.17), gives

J^p(Bk)
kei

< ?^Alos^+3«2>+1

• p(L>)

Cl1

and all that is left to do is to choose 7. Take

(4.18)

7 = ^Li9.AioS2(Q+sQ2)+i . (1 + logtf )fl/(«-D.
C17

This establishes (4.14) and finishes the proof of the theorem.
□
The theorem just proved can be used to derive many properties of the spaces Bq.
In the case of the torus T, for example, M. Taibleson and G. Weiss showed that
these spaces are not locally convex (see [TW1]). They also proved strict inclusions
Bq c Bp, Bq / Bp, 1 < p < q < 00. For this latter result, however, one has to be
able to build functions as described in Theorem (4.7) on small subsets of the space.
This is possible on T because of the simple geometry; the fact needed for proving
strict inclusions is then just a restatement of the basic construction. We show now,
how this can be done in the general setting. We need a simple geometrical lemma.
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(4.19) LEMMA. Let (X,d,p) be a normal space of homogeneous type without
isolated points. Given a ball B = B(x, R) and K E N, K > 1, there exist points
xy,x2,... ,xk E B such that

(4.20)

d(xu xj) > C ■K'1 ■min{p(X),R}

(i ? j),

where C depends only on the constants of the space.

PROOF. Let p = (cy/c2) ■K'1 ■min{p(X),R}.
define Bk (1 < k < K) by

Bfc = B(xk,p),

Let xi = x, By = B(xy,p) and

xk E B\(By UBj-UBk-y).

This is possible because, by normality
fc-i

, _ 1

p(By U B2 U • • • U Bfc-i) < V) p(Bi) < (fc- l)c2p = -^-ci

7=1

< ^

K

•p(B) < p(B)

so the set from which we pick Xfcis nonempty.

min{p(X), R}

(k<K),

If i'■■£ j, 1 < t < j < K, then

Xj ^ Bi which implies (4.20). □
(4.21) THEOREM. Let (X, d, p) be a normal space of homogeneous type without
isolated points. Given 1 < q < oo, a ball B of radius R and K E N there exists a
subset E C B such that

(4.22)

p(E) < (1 + log tf)«/(!-«) . li(B)

and

(4.23)

Nq(XE) > C ■(1 + logiOlAl-«) • H(B),

where C is a geometric constant.
PROOF. By Lemma (4.19) we choose Xy,x2,..., xk hi the ball with same center
as B and with radius R/2Q. Note that (4.20) is still valid with a smaller geometrical
constant. Let, as in the proof of Theorem (4.7), Bk — B(xk, r) (1 < fc < K) where

6
r = mm• <f ——-^-r^r,->,

(4 24)
'

2Qp(X)\

\Q + Q2+7Q2

'

6 = min{d(xi,Xj),

l<i,j<K,

1

J
i^j},

7 = C-(l+log/i')«(1-9'
and C is a geometrical constant

(4.14))

(see (4.18)). By the proof of Theorem (4.7) (see

K

^p(Bk)

< (l + logK)"'^

fc=i
for every ball D that intersects By,B2,...,

■p(D)

BK. Our ball B does that and this gives

(4.22) for E = (JBk.
It is easy to see that E C B; we have chosen the centers Xfcof the balls Bk close
enough to the center of B. By the theorem we also have

(4.25)

Nq (f^MBk)]-1

■XBk) =*•(!

+ log*).
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We now establish (4.23) as follows. Let S = min{p(XT),.R}. By (4.20) 6 >
C • S ■K~1 and, therefore,
r >C

SK'1

-7_1.

Using normality (note that r < p(X)), the estimate above and the fact that S >

C ■p(B) (if R < p(X) then S = R > C ■p(B) by normality, if R > p(X) then
S = p(X) > p(B)) we get
p(Bk) >cyr>C-S-

K~xt~l

> C ■K~1^-1p(B).

Therefore

K

XE>C- /f-S-V(B)

£[A'(Bfc)]-1XBt
fc=i

and since Nq satisfies the lattice property (that is, if |/| < \g] then Nq(f) < Nq(g))
we get, using (4.25) and (4.24) the desired inequality

Nq(XE) > C • tf-WtB)

• Nq (£[^(5fc)]-1xBJ

= C-7-V(B)-(l

+ log/f) = C-(l + logif)1/(1-«).

□

The theorem can be used to prove strict inclusion relations among the spaces
Bq(X, d, p) exactly as in [TW1] for the case of the torus T.
5. On summation
of weak type (1,1) inequalities.
Lemma (1.1) on summing of weak type (1,1) inequalities is one of the cornerstones of the theory of
spaces generated by blocks. It is a measure-theoretic result and can be compared
to Beppo Levi's theorem.
Let (X",p) be a measure space and / a measurable function on X. The weak L1
quasi-norm of / is
||/||i,oo = supA-p({x€X,|/(x)|>A})
A>0

and we denote by L1'°°(X) the space of measurable functions / on X with ||/||il00 <
oo. Lemma (1.1) says that for a sequence (fk) of measurable functions

l?iAiILs4-?iiAik"(i+ioglff)'
that is, if

(5-1)

^((IIMIl.oo) < oo

then
(5-2)

£|/fc|€L1'°°(X)

and therefore
(5.3)

YJ /fc converges absolutely a.e. on X.

In Beppo Levi's theorem for LX(X") the hypothesis X)ll/fc||i < °° is not only
sufficient but also necessary for the conclusion J2 1/fcI E L1(X). In this subsection
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we address the question of necessity of condition (5.1) for (5.2) and show that in a
sense (5.1) is best possible.
The following simple examples show that (5.1) is a strong condition and is far
from being necessary for (5.2).
(a) Let (cjt) be a sequence such that J2 \ck] < oo and N((ck)) = oo. Then the
series J2fk(x) = J2ck' x'1 converges a.e. on R and defines a function in L1,00(R).
But ||/fc||i,oo = 2 • |cfc| and so (5.1) fails.
(b) Let (cfc)be as in (a) and let / = [0,1]. With each x e / we associate its dyadic
expansion and let Rk(x) be the fcth digit in this expansion; we require that the
expansion of x contains infinitely many zeroes. Then Ylck • Rk E Lx(7) C L1,00(I)
but ||cfc • i?fc||i,oo = ||cfc| so (5.1) fails again.
Note that the functions fk in Example (a) are multiples of the typical nonintegrable L1,0° function x_1 and that the functions in Example (b) are independent
as random variables on the probability space J. However, we will show that if we
have both independence and x_1-like behaviour for a sequence (fk) on a probability
space then (5.1) is necessary for (5.3). For such sequences (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) are
therefore equivalent.

(5.4)

PROPOSITION. Let (X,p) be a finite measure space, p(X) — 1, and let

(fk) be a sequence of functions in L1'°°(X) satisfying
(i) the fk are independent as random variables on the probability space (X,p),

and
(ii) for every fc and every A > 0
(5.5)
(in particular

p({x E X, \fk(x)\ > A}) = min(l, \fk\\1<00■A"1)
|/fc(x)| > ||/fc||i,oo a.e.). If the series Y2\fk\ converges a.e. on X then

Ar((||/fc||i,oo)) is finite and therefore £/fc E L1'°°(X).
PROOF.

We may assume

that

the fk are nonnegative

because

if (fk) satisfies

the hypothesis, so does (|/fc|) and if the conclusion is valid for (|/fc|) it is also valid
for (/fc).
The proof is an application of Kolmogorov's three series criterion for a.e. convergence of a series of independent random variables in terms of their truncations.
The criterion, stated in measure-theoretic terminology says (see [H, p. 199]):
Let (fk) be a sequence of independent random variables on (X, p) and define the
truncation of fk at height c > 0 by

f&x) = fk(x)
= 0

if |/fc(x)| < c,
otherwise.

Then the series Yl fk converges a.e. on X if and only if for some c > 0 the following
three series converge:

2>({xex-,|/fc(x)|>c}),
W

Y,jx\fk(x)-

fck(x)dp(x),

fxfck(t)dp(t) dp(x).
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If the series converge for some c > 0 then they do so for every c > 0.
We now have for any fixed c > 0

c • p({x E X, \fk(x)] >c})+ f fck(x)dp(x)
Jx

= / min(c,/fc(x))dp(x)

Jx

= [C p({xEX,fk(x)>X})dX=
Jo

f mintlJ/fcHx.oo-A-1)^.

Jo

The last integral equals ||/fc||i,oo(l + logc- ||/fc||7^)

if ||/fc||i,oo < c and c otherwise,

that is, it equals
min(c, ||/fc||i,oo) -(l + log+c.

||/fc||r,oo)-

Now, if the series JZ /fc is convergent a.e. on X then the series

C'^2p({xEX,]fk(x)]>c})
and

J2Jxfk(x)dp(x)
converge for any c > 0 by Kolmogorov's criterion. Thus for any c > 0

£min(c,

||/fc||i,oo) • (1 + log+ c ■||/fc||r,io) < oo.

This series is clearly equiconvergent with Ar((||/fc||ii0O)) and the proposition is
proved. □
REMARKS. Note that it is enough to assume (5.5) for A < C, where C is a
constant independent of fc, that is, it is enough to require x_1-like behaviour of
/fc's on the set where they take on small values.
Let us give an example of a sequence (fk) on I = [0,1] satisfying (i) and(ii) of

(5.4). Let
oo

5fc(x) = £2-^^(fc)j)(x)
3= 1

where <p: N2 —>N is a bijection and the R„ are functions of Example (b). It is easy
to see that the Sk are independent and uniformly distributed over [0,1]. Finally let
(cfc) be a numeric sequence and let /fc = c* • (1 — Sfc)_1. We have ||/fc||i,oo = |cjt|,
(i) and (ii) are valid, so by the proposition J2 fk converges a.e. in I if and only if
N((ck)) < oo.
We saw in Example (b) that independence and a.e. convergence do not necessarily
imply (5.1) for sequences in L1,0°. An interesting related question, to which we do
not know the answer, is whether they imply (5.2) in absence of x_1-like behaviour
of the terms of the sequence.
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